August 26, 2003

BY ELECTRONIC FILING
Marlene H. Dortch
Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
445 Twelfth Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20554
Re:

Consolidated Application of General Motors Corporation, Hughes
Electronics Corporation, and The News Corporation Limited for Authority
to Transfer Control (MB Docket No. 03-124)

Dear Ms. Dortch:
In an effort to inform the Commission of information related to General Motors
Corporation (“GM”) and Hughes Electronics Corporation (“Hughes”) (collectively, the
“Applicants”) in the above-cited proceeding, the Applicants hereby notify you that the
National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative (“NRTC”) and DIRECTV, Inc.
(“DIRECTV”) entered into a settlement agreement dismissing their claims against each
other currently pending in the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California.
The settlement will not become final until the Court conducts a fairness hearing and
approves the settlement of the class claims. A news release detailing terms of the
settlement is attached hereto.
As the Commission is aware, in addition to other improvements to its service in
Hawaii, DIRECTV has committed unequivocally to make twenty-two programming
channels that were at issue in the NRTC litigation available to subscribers in Hawaii upon
the successful launch and operation of the DIRECTV 7S satellite, scheduled for launch
before the end of this year. This commitment is independent of the status of the NRTC
litigation.
We are nonetheless hopeful that the NRTC settlement will accelerate the pace of
DIRECTV’s addition of the twenty-two programming channels to its Hawaii service by
removing legal uncertainty associated with offering these channels over other, alreadyoperational satellites. However, as mentioned, the NRTC settlement remains subject to a
court approval process this fall, and litigation with Pegasus Communications, the
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NRTC’s largest member, which has brought similar claims against DIRECTV, remains
outstanding. Thus, we cannot predict at this time whether the NRTC settlement will
materially affect the timing of DIRECTV’s plan to improve its Hawaii service. In any
event, DIRECTV remains committed to adding the twenty-two channels to its Hawaii
service – at the latest -- as soon as DIRECTV 7S is launched and in operation.
If you have any questions regarding the foregoing, we are available to discuss it
with you at your convenience.
Sincerely yours,

\s\
Gary M. Epstein

\s\
Richard E. Wiley
Counsel for General Motors Corporation
and Hughes Electronics Corporation

cc:

W. Kenneth Ferree
Barbara Esbin
Marcia Glauberman
James Bird
JoAnn Lucanik
Doug Webbink
Linda Senecal
Neil Dellar
Simon Willkie
Tracy Waldon

NEWS RELEASE

Contact:

Bob Marsocci
DIRECTV, Inc.
(310) 726-4656

DIRECTV Announces Settlement of Claims with NRTC
Litigation Between Parties to be Dismissed; Financial
Damages Waived and Contractual Terms Agreed
EL SEGUNDO, CA, August 11, 2003 – DIRECTV, Inc. announced today that it
has entered into a settlement agreement with the National Rural Telecommunications
Cooperative (NRTC) dismissing their claims against each other currently pending in the
U.S. District Court for the Central District of California. The settlement, which also
resolves the class-action claims filed against DIRECTV by certain NRTC member
companies, will not become final until the Court conducts a fairness hearing and
approves the settlement of the class claims.
The principal terms of the settlement include:
•

No money damages: The NRTC and its member companies release
DIRECTV from all financial damage claims.

•

Fixed Term: DIRECTV and the NRTC agreed that the term of the DBS
Distribution Agreement which entitles the NRTC to distribute DIRECTV
programming will end on the later of the date when the DBS-1 satellite (also
called DIRECTV 1) reaches the end of its useful life or June 30, 2008.
DIRECTV and the NRTC also agreed to a fixed successor term, to run until
- more -
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June 30, 2011, during which DIRECTV and the NRTC will continue their
relationship on the current terms. NRTC members and those other
companies possessing the right to distribute DIRECTV programming in their
NRTC territory who agree to settle their claims may amend their distribution
agreements to take advantage of the June 30, 2011 successor term. At the
end of such term, all subscribers to DIRECTV programming in the NRTC
territories as of June 30, 2011 will be transitioned to DIRECTV and become
DIRECTV owned-and-operated customers. DIRECTV will pay $150 per
subscriber for each such transitioned subscriber. The NRTC—and the other
parties possessing distribution rights in their NRTC territory who agree to the
settlement—will be prohibited from selling or sharing information regarding
the subscribers with third parties.
•

Financial arrangements: The parties have also agreed that DIRECTV
retains the right to sell the disputed premium services in NRTC territories.
NRTC will continue to bill and collect for these services with an increased
minimum revenue share, from 10% to 15%, under the parties’ existing
Seamless Consumer Agreement, the term of which will be extended through
June 30, 2011. DIRECTV has also agreed to share with the NRTC on a pro
rata basis certain launch support payments that it may receive in the future
from programmers.

This settlement does not resolve certain related pending litigation between
DIRECTV and Pegasus Satellite TV, one of the companies that distributes DIRECTV
programming through the NRTC. That litigation includes DIRECTV’s $50 million claim
against Pegasus for breach of its former marketing agreement with DIRECTV, Pegasus’
remaining claims in the Central District litigation, as well as a patent infringement claim
filed by Pegasus in Delaware. Pegasus will have an opportunity to join in this
settlement. However, whether or not Pegasus elects to join, DIRECTV believes that all
- more -
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issues regarding how long Pegasus’ contractual rights last and its future relationship
with DIRECTV are resolved by this settlement because Pegasus' rights are derived from
the DIRECTV/NRTC contract and this settlement resolves all issues under that contract.
“We believe that the terms of this settlement are very reasonable and are
pleased that now there is clarity concerning DIRECTV’s contractual obligations to the
NRTC,” said Roxanne Austin, president and COO, DIRECTV, Inc. “With this litigation
behind us, DIRECTV can collaborate with the NRTC on constructive issues designed to
grow our respective businesses.”
DIRECTV is the nation's leading digital multichannel television service provider with
more than 11.5 million customers. DIRECTV and the Cyclone Design logo are trademarks of
DIRECTV, Inc., a unit of Hughes Electronics Corp. HUGHES is the world-leading provider of
digital television entertainment, broadband satellite networks and services, and global video and
data broadcasting. The earnings of HUGHES, a unit of General Motors Corporation, are used to
calculate the earnings attributable to the General Motors Class H common stock (NYSE: GMH).
For more information, visit www.DIRECTV.com.
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